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Abstract

This paper examines the phenomenon of Pashto (endo-)clitics, which are
subject to both prosodic and syntactic contraints. These clitics challenge
the view of prosody as being derivative from the syntax (e.g.Selkirk 1984)
and the Principle of Lexical Integrity (Bresnan and Mchombo1995) in that
Pashto allows clitics to be inserted into the morphologicalword. However,
these challenges can be resolved by assuming an architecture that views syn-
tax and prosody as independent but interacting dimensions of grammar try-
ing to align with each other as much as possible (see Bögel etal. (2009)
for an approach within LFG). This paper presents data showing that it is
the prosodic component that must account for the placement of the clitics
within words, which leads to the conclusion that in cases of misalignment,
the prosodic component takes precedence over the syntacticcomponent, al-
though this causes a violation of the Principle of Lexical Integrity.

1 Introduction

This paper examines the phenomenon of Pashto second position (endo)clitics as
described by Tegey (1977).1 Pashto is an Eastern Iranian language spoken in parts
of Afghanistan and Pakistan by an estimated 40 million speakers. Clitics are quite
common in this language; this paper mainly focuses on one group of second po-
sition (2P) clitics that have special properties which challenge the common under-
standing of the interaction of morphology, syntax and phonology. These clitics are
subject to both syntactic and prosodic constraints and different approaches have
been developed describing their placement in a clause. In general, Pashto clitics
are placed following the first item of a sentence (the verb in (1a)). However, in the
context of a stress alternation that accompanies a difference in aspect, this group
of 2P clitics can appear asendoclitics — clitics that are placedwithin a word as in
(1b):

(1) a. t.akwαh@́ me b. t.ák me wαh@
shake.IMPERF I shake1 - I -shake2 .PERF

‘I was shaking it.’ ‘I shook it.’

(Tegey 1977, 92)

Assuming that clitics are syntactic items in their own right, this phenomenon clear-
ly poses a problem to the Principle of Lexical Integrity as stated in Bresnan (2001,
92), in that no syntactic item may intervene in a morphological word.

†I would like to thank Miriam Butt, Bariş Kabak, Tracy Holloway King, Astrid Krähenmann,
Ghulam Raza and the audiences of the LFG conference and the MFG workshop for their help and
their useful comments on the topic.

1For a general debate of 2P clitics see Halpern and Zwicky (1996) and references therein.
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(2) Lexical Integrity:
Morphologically complete words are leaves of the c-structure tree
and each leaf corresponds to one and only one c-structure node.

There have been different approaches to solving this problem. However, most of
them are insufficient and do not fully account for the data. Thus, in this paper, I
first describe the general 2P clitics and the prosodic and syntactic constraints that
have to be considered (section 2). I then describe the phenomenon of endoclitics
in Pashto and show that these are 2P clitics as well, following yet another prosodic
constraint (section 3). In the case of Pashto endoclitics, prosody seems to be able
to postlexically place a clitic after an accent-bearing element. The consequence
is that prosody appears to be capable of overruling syntax and actually interacts
with the morphological word. This phenomenon falls in with the assumption of a
parallel architecture as introduced for LFG by Bögel et al.(2009), where prosody
and syntax are assumed to be decoupled, but interacting modules of a grammar
(following e.g. Zec and Inkelas (1990) and Lahiri and Plank (2009)).2

By assuming the syntactic and prosodic components to being parallel, clitics
can be viewed as subject to prosodic and syntactic constraints simultaneously. This
property is shared by clitics in other languages (e.g., Serbian/Croatian/Bosnian;
see Franks and King (2000) for an overview), which seems to benatural, given
that clitics have syntactic functions on the one hand and areprosodically deficient
items on the other hand. By granting prosody an independent and strong position, I
will show in section 5 how a morphological word can be interrupted by a clitic via
the satisfaction of prosodic constraints, thus avoiding a violation of the Principle
of Lexical Integrity.

2 Pashto Clitics

The group of 2P clitics discussed in this paper involves personal pronouns, modals
and adverbials all of which are listed in Table 1:

Weak Pronoun Num.&Pers. Modal Translation Adverbial Translation
me 1. Sg ba will, should xo really
de 2. Sg de should, let no then
ye 3. Sg
am / mo 1. Pl
am / mo 2. Pl
ye 3. Pl

Table 1: Pashto second position clitics and potential endoclitics

All of these clitics behave in the same way with regard to their position. If more
than two clitics cooccur, they are placed in a fixed template,shown in (3).

2This architecture questions the architectural assumptions that view prosody as derivative of syn-
tax, following the tradition of proposals made by Selkirk (1986) and Nespor and Vogel (1986); see
also the criticism of general “syntactocentrism” by Jackendoff (2010).
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(3) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
xo ba am am/mo me de ye no (Roberts 1997, 5)

Note that in position 6, the cliticdecan be only represented once even though this
phonological shape can refer to two different clitics (see Table 1).

2.1 Syntactic Constraints

At first glance, these clitics seem to be common 2P clitics: they are placed after
the first word of a sentence. Thus, in (4), the weak pronounye ‘he’ follows the
nounangur ‘grapes’ while the modal cliticba ‘maybe’ is placed after the adjective
nαroǧa ‘sick’ in (5).3

(4) angur
grapes

ye
he

rαwr.@
brought

‘He brought grapes.’ (Tegey 1977, 138)

(5) nαroǧa
sick

ba
maybe

wi
is

‘Maybe he is sick.’ (Tegey 1977, 84)

However, the host of the clitic is not necessarily the first word of the sentence. Ex-
ample (6a) shows that the element serving as a host for the clitic can be a syntactic
constituent, in this case a coordinated noun phrase. This coordination may not be
interrupted ((6b)):

(6) a. [xušαl
Koshal

aw
and

patang]NP
Patang

ba
will

ye
it

d@r
you

ta
to

rαwr.i
bring

‘Koshal and Patang will bring it to you.’ (Tegey 1977, 84)

b. *[xušαl ba yeaw patang]NP d@r ta rαwr.i

The same is true for postpositional phrases, where the clitic is not allowed in be-
tween the postposition and its argument:

(7) laylα
Layla

na
from

de
you

αxist@ (*laylα
buy

denaαxist@)

‘You were buying it from Layla.’ (Tegey, 1977, 114)

In constructions involving more than one sentence, the clitic may not appear out-
side of the clause in which it functionally originates, but instead is inserted after
the first element therein. Thus, in (8), the two clitics are part of their individual
clauses, occupying the second position respectively.

3Throughout the text, clitics are underlined.
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(8) [tor
Tor

me
I

w@lid@]
saw

[magar
but

[spin
Spin

me
I

w@
PERF

n@
not

lid@]]
saw

‘I saw Tor, but I didn’t see Spin.’ (Tegey 1977, 127)

Pashto provides numerous examples for the relatively regular syntactic placement
of 2P clitics. However, since this paper is mainly concernedwith the prosodic
contraints and the interaction between prosody and syntax,the following sections
will primarily focus on the influence of prosody on the placement of 2P clitics.

2.2 Prosodic Constraints

Up to this point, the constraints responsible for the positioning of the clitics in the
above examples can be more or less explained syntactically.However, prosody
plays a crucial part as well, as can be seen in (9) and (10), where the clitic is placed
after the first item bearing lexical stress.

(9) rα
me

ta
for

te
from it

rα
here

t.olaw@́l
collect.IMPERF

de
you

‘You were collecting them for me from it (and bringing them) here.’
(Tegey 1977, 119)

(10) rα
me

ta
for

pe
by him

gαnd. @́
sew.IMPERF

de
you

‘You were having him sew it for me.’ (Tegey 1977, 119)

The elements preceding the verb belong to another group of Pashto clitics (Tegey’s
“Type II clitics”), which are usually placed in front of the verb. These clitics are all
prosodically unstressed material, which forces the 2P clitic to appear after the first
stressed element at the very right edge of the phrase even though Pashto is a fairly
rigid verb-final language. The verb in the above constructions is the first element
of the sentence bearing stress and hence the only proper hostfor the prosodically
deficient clitics. Note furthermore that if the verb has constrastive or focus accent,
the Type II clitics follow the verb. In these cases, the clitic in question is placed in
between the verb and the Type II clitics ((11), cf. (10)) — allother positions are
ungrammatical:

(11) gαnd. @́ derα ta pe (*gαnd. @́ rα ta pe de)

‘You were having himsewit for me.’ (Hock 1996, 235)

Based on these examples one could argue that it is simply the head of the clause
that the clitic attaches to. The following examples contradict this hypothesis in that
the clitic is clearly attached to the stressed element, eventhough this element isnot
the head of the clause in (12a) (in contrast to (12b)):

(12) a. rα sará de wi b. rα sara wı́ de
me with let be me with be let
‘Let it be with me.’ ‘Let it bewith me.’ (Tegey 1977, 121)
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The hypothesis that the clitic attaches to the first accent-bearing element of the
sentence is also confirmed when it comes to endoclitics. Although endoclitics are
most common in simple verb-clitic constructions, they alsoappear in expressions
where every element of the sentence apart from the verb is unstressed. This leads
to an alternate version of example (9):

(13) rα
me

ta
for

te
from it

rα
here

[t.ól
collect1 -

de
you

kr.@l]V
-collect2 .PERF

‘You collected them for me from it (and brought them) here.’
(Tegey 1977, 119)

Here, the clitic is insertedinto the verb following the part of the verb that bears
the main accent and thus reacting to an verb-internal stressshift that comes along
with a change in aspect, the main environment for the phenomenon of endoclisis
as described in the following section.

3 Pashto Endoclitics

Like South-Asian languages in general, Pashto is an argument-dropping language
(e.g. Butt (2007) and references therein). Sentences can therefore consist of only
a verb and a clitic. The endoclitics mainly appear in these short sentences in the
context of a stress alternation that accompanies a difference in aspect as in example
(1), repeated here for convenience:

(14) t.ák
shook1 -

me
I

wαhe
-shook2 .PERF

‘I shook it.’ (Tegey 1977, 92)

In Pashto, theperfectiveaspect of the verb is accompanied by a verb-internal stress
shift placing the main stress on the first foot of the verb, while the verb in theim-
perfectiveaspect carries the main stress on the last foot of the verb. With regard
to the stress shift, Pashto verbs fall roughly into three classes, depending on their
word-internal structure. Since these structures are essential to the correct place-
ment of the clitics, it is necessary to analyse them more closely in order to find
the appropriate (prosodic or syntactic) unit on which the clitics depend. Thus, the
different verb classes, their internal characteristics and their behavior concerning
the placement of clitics will be introduced below.

3.1 Monomorphemic Class I Verbs

Class I verbs are monomorphemic. In the imperfective, theseverbs bear stress on
the last foot; the clitic is placed after the verb ((15a)). Inthe perfective aspect
however, class I verbs take on a perfective prefixw@- which receives the main
stress. In this case, the clitic occurs after the prefix and infront of the stem ((15b)):
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(15) a. imperfective b. perfective
t@xnaw@́la me w@́ me t@xnaw@la (*w@́t@xnaw@la me)
tickle I PERF I tickle
‘I was tickling (her).’ ‘I tickled (her).’ (Tegey 1977, 86)

3.2 Bimorphemic Verbs

In contrast to class I verbs, class II and III form the perfective by means of a stress
shift from the last to the first foot of the verb without addinga perfective prefix.
The verbs of both classes are bimorphemic. Class II verbs consist of a derivational
prefix and a root. In the imperfective aspect, the stress is onthe second foot of the
verb — the clitic is placed after this ((16a)). The perfective is formed via a stress
shift from the last to the first foot of the verb. The clitic is then placed after this
first foot as in example (16b), i.e. after the derivational prefix.

(16) a. imperfective b. perfective
t.elwαh@́ me t.él me wαh@ (*télwαh@ me)
push I PREF I push
‘I pushed (it).’ ‘I was pushing (it).’ (Tegey 1977, 92)

Class III verbs are complex predicates consisting of a adjective, adverb or noun
and a light verb and form the largest group of verbs in Pashto.Their behavior
with respect to clitics is the same as with the class II verbs in that there is a verb-
internal stress shift that goes along with a change in aspect, and that the clitic will
be positioned after the first foot in the perfective ((17)) and after the whole verb in
the imperfective.

(17) perfective
póx
cook

me
I

k@
do

‘I cooked (it).’ (Tegey 1977, 98)

With class III verbs, one can easily identify the single elements of the word be-
cause they are complex predicates. Thus, an analysis in favor of treating all three
elements as postlexically independent items seems likely.

With class II verbs on the other hand, the separation of the elements is not as
clear-cut, but one could argue that the derivational prefix might itself be a ‘lexical
word’ (Anderson 2005), e.g. a clitic. Assuming that cliticsare postlexical elements
that occupy separate syntactic nodes, the class II verb in (16b) would thus lead to
a c-structure representation similar to Figure 1:
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VP

V1 CL PronCL V2

t.él me wαh@

Figure 1: Clitics as postlexical elements

However, there is a group of verbs within class II which do notcontain any identi-
fiable derivational prefix.

(18) a. imperfective b. perfective
bαylod@́ me bάy me lod@
lose I lose1 - I -lose2
‘I was losing (it).’ ‘I lost (it).’ (Tegey 1977, 93)

That is, the element after which the clitic is placed (in the above example‘bαy’)
does not constitute a morpheme with a separate meaning. It istherefore rather diffi-
cult to argue in favor of a clitic status of‘bαy’ as in Figure 1, if the morpheme is not
identifiable as such and furthermore holds a unique positionwithin the language,
i.e. it cannot be found in any other word.

3.3 The Special Class of A-initial Verbs

Apart from the three classes introduced above, there is small group of verbs that
can havealternatingstress in the imperfective, but form the perfective with theper-
fective prefix of class I (w@-), thus adopting properties of all three classes. Within
this group, there are verbs that begin with consonants, which do not show any spe-
cial behavior in the imperfective: even if the stress is on the front vowel, the clitic
is placed after the verb.

However, there is a small number of verbs in this group with aninitial vowel
a- which show a very distinct behavior with regard to the alternating stress shift in
the imperfective. If the stress falls on the second foot, theclitic is placed after the
verb ((19a)). If it falls on the initial vowela- however, the clitic is placed directly
after the vowel as in (19b), thus acting like the class of bimorphemic verbs.

(19) a. imperfective — stress on thesecondfoot
aǧust´@
wear

me
I

‘I was wearing it.’ (Tegey 1977, 89)

b. imperfective — stress on thefirst foot
á
wear1 -

me
I

ǧust@
-wear2

‘I was wearing it.’ (Tegey 1977, 89)
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Apart from the group of verbs discussed in example (18), these a-initial verbs are
of special interest, because they cannot be clearly identified as bimorphemic verbs
and thus display “real” endoclisis. It has been argued that thea- was a prefix/clitic
(Kaisse 1981, Anderson 2005) from a diachronic perspective, but this cannot be
confirmed for alla-verbs4 — furthermore, syncronically, the initiala- does not
have a recognizable prefix/morpheme-function, as Tegey explicitly states in his
thesis (Tegey 1977, 89). The same can be said of the remainderof each form —
ǧustand all other “remaining” roots are not identifiable as separate morphemes.
Hence, additionally to the group of class II verbs where the clitic is inserted after
a morphologically unidentifiable item (as in (18)), we have another group of verbs
that poses a problem5 to a postlexical analysis as in Figure 1 and thus seems to
violate the Principle of Lexical Integrity.

4 The Postlexical Status of the Clitics

Instead of assuming a postlexical analysis as in Figure 1, another option would
be to consider the clitic as being generated in the lexicon, as a part of the mor-
phological word itself, thus preventing the violation. However, there is evidence
supporting the fact that the clitic is inserted into the verbpostlexically. As has
been mentioned before, thea-initial verbs take the perfective prefixw@- like class
I verbs. In contrast to the consonant-initial verbs, however, perfectivea-verbs
display vowel coalescence, a process that is part of Lexical Phonology (see the
overview in Spencer (1996)). In example (20a), the adjacency of the perfective
prefix w@- and the initiala- results in a fusion:wα-. In the event of clitic insertion
after the perfective prefix, the fused vowel is still present((20b)), providing evi-
dence that the clitic has been inserted into the word postlexically, that is: after the
lexical process of vowel coalescence.

(20) a. Vowel coalescence — without clitic
t@
you

ye
it

wαxla
PERF.buy

(*w@ axla)

‘You buy it.’ (Tegey 1977, 149)

b. Vowel coalescence — with clitic
wα
PERF.buy1

ye
it

xla
buy2

‘Buy it.’ (Tegey 1977, 163)

Given the above examples, Tegey argues that clitic placement takes place after the
process of vowel coalescence:

4The verbs, where thea-vowel cannot be identified as a prefix diachronically are claimed to have
been reanalysed (Kaisse 1981).

5In that one cannot assign separate syntactic nodes to the twoparts of the verb and the clitic.
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data process
w@́ axla ... ye
wά xla ... ye vowel coalescence
wά ye xla clitic placement

Table 2: Tegey’s approach: vowel coalescence before cliticplacement

Another argument supporting the analysis of clitics as postlexical elements is that
these clitics do not only occur in the context of endoclisis,but act as normal 2P
clitics as described in section 2. These clitics exhibit a low degree of selection
with respect to their hosts, thus fullfilling a major criterion for a postlexical status
(Zwicky and Pullum 1983). The only positional requirement these clitics have
to fulfill is the second position. The host of this second position, however, can
vary between syntactic constituents and prosodic units as described above. Thus,
nobody would question the postlexical status of the 2Penclitics — and it seems to
be peculiar to describe the same set of clitics as postlexical elements in one context
and as lexical in another context, especially since the lexical endoclitics can be
described as 2P clitics as well: they follow the first accent-bearing foot.

5 Analysis

The lexical process of vowel coalescence described above prohibits the prefix and
the verb stem from occupying separate syntactic terminal nodes. That is, they must
be viewed as a morphological unit. The monomorphemic verbs thus definitely need
to be treated as lexical units and thus can not be representedas in (21b), but are
restricted to a representation as in (21a):

(21) a. VP

V
wαxla ‘buy’

b.* VP

V1 V2

wα xla

c.* VP

V1 CL V2

wα ye xla ‘buy it’

The data on vowel coalescence presented in section 4 leads tothe assumption that
endoclitics have a postlexical status. Assuming that clitics in general are indepen-
dent lexical items that should occupy a separate syntactic node leads to a conflict in
the case of endoclitics: The integration of the clitic occupying a separate syntactic
node would force the verb to split illicitly as demonstratedin (21c). Furthermore,
the integration of a postlexical element violates the Principle of Lexical Integrity,
which states that a syntactic rule must not interfere with a morphological word.

Numerous approaches to solve this problem have been suggested, but most of
them do not provide a satisfactory account of the data. In thefollowing section,
the major approaches, their advantages and disadvantages will be discussed to see
if some of the findings can be taken as a basis for further development.
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5.1 Previous Approaches

5.1.1 Prosodic Inversion

Halpern (1995) proposes Prosodic Inversion (PI) for Pashto(and 2P clitics in gen-
eral). Halpern assumes a basic underlying (syntactic) structure where the enclitic
is swapped with the next available host to its right if no hostto the left is provided.
This analysis is convenient for a theory like LFG, because itallows functional in-
formation to be gathered before the clitic is moved into its prosodically determined
position (see e.g. Austin and Bresnan 1996, Nordlinger 1998, Bögel et al. 2010).
However, the question remains how the clitic ended up in its syntactic position in
the first place. Furthermore, in the specific case of Pashto endoclitics, the violation
of the Principle of Lexical Integrity is still given in that the clitic still moves into
the word. Even though Halpern assumes PI for Pashto endoclitics, describing them
as subcategorizing for a metrical foot, he does not comment upon the problem of
Lexical Integrity. Thus, PI might be a possible approach if the above mentioned
issues can be resolved, but it does not resolve the architectural issues by itself.

5.1.2 A Different View of Architecture

Kaisse (1981), working within generative grammar, attempts to solve the architec-
tural problem by stating that no phonological rule should precede a syntactic rule,
thus assuming that the phonological component is placed after the syntactic com-
ponent. Kaisse views stress assignment as part of the morphological component,
marking a category with phonological information in a first step. In a second step,
the clitic moves into its position via syntactic movement rules. It is after the clitic
placement that the phonological process ofvowel coalescencetakes place. Kaisse
thus assumes an architecture like the following:

morphological component→ stress assignment
↓

syntactic component → clitic placement
↓

phonological component → vowel coalescence

Figure 2: Kaisse’s architectural assumption

This architectural view stands in contrast to the assumption that syntax and prosody
form two parallel and interacting, but independent modules(e.g. Inkelas and Zec
1990). Furthermore, it does not provide a satisfactory account of the endoclitic phe-
nomenon. In order to avoid the problem of endoclitics, Kaisse claims that Pashto
displays no real endoclisis by arguing that all Pashto verbsallowing endoclisis can
be described as bimorphemic i.e. as containing a prefix afterwhich the clitic at-
taches. However, even if this could be verified (but see the argumentation in section
3.2. and 3.3.), the prefixes would still be part of the morphological word — thus
there would still be a violation in this approach.
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5.1.3 Optimality Theory

van der Leeuw (1997), Roberts (1997) and Anderson (2005) analyse Pashto en-
doclitics within Optimality Theory (OT) (see e.g. McCarthy2001). Roberts states
that Pashto endoclitics should be viewed in phonological terms only, although he
also assumes that phonological phrases are derived from maximal syntactic projec-
tions (along the lines of Selkirk (1986)). In his approach principles of OT select
the output form. Anderson also assumes the OT constraint ranking ((22)):

(22) Integrity(DP), Integrity(PP), Integrity(PPhrase),NonInitial(cli , IP)
>> LeftMost(cli , IP)

(Anderson 2005, 154)

which reads as: “The clitic is oriented towards the left edgeof the IP; however, it
must not appear in the initial position and the integrity of the DP, the PP and the
Phonological Phrase6 appearing in this initial position must be preserved”. Thus,
Anderson assumes the phonological phrase to be the prosodichost for the clitics.
He follows Kaisse in that he dismisses the existence of endoclitics, but views all
a-initial verbs as complex verbs as well.7 In his approach the status of a phonolog-
ical word is assigned to any lexical element that bears stress. Phonological phrases
are then constructed on the basis of phonological words — allowing phonological
phrases to consist of only one phonological word as well. Thequestion remains
open as to how this initial verb sequence is analysed in prosodic terms — to con-
sider this first element a “phonological word” or even a “phonological phrase”
(Roberts 1997) seems odd, particularly if not even the prefixal status is confirmed
(a- initial verbs and subgroup of class II verbs). However, evenassigning an in-
dependent phonological word status to prefixes seems disproportionate, especially
since it looses this status so easily if the stress is on the second part of the verb. As
an alternative, I suggest that this initial element should be described as “the foot
bearing main stress” (along the lines with Kopris and Davis (2005) and Halpern
(1995)).

Roberts (1997) Anderson (2005) New suggestion
prosodic unit Phonological Phrase Phonological Word/PhraseFoot
example (P-Phr)-cl (P-phr) (P-Wrd)-cl (P-Wrd) (x)-cl (x x)

á me xist@l@ á me xist@l@ á me xist@l(@)

Table 3: Determining the prosodic host

However, not all approaches to clitics share the belief in prosody as the driving
factor. In a later account of Pashto clitics, Roberts (2000)discards his former
prosodic approach and claims that the clitics are actually agreement morphemes

6Thus accounting for examples like (9), where the unstressedmaterial is ignored by the clitic.
7Note that Anderson does not comment on the group of class II verbs that cannot be analysed as

complex verbs, but allow endoclitics ((18)). Kaisse mentions them briefly, but in a separate context.
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merged into a high position in the clause, reducing the phonological operations to
a minimum. The only operation Roberts considers as a “last resort” is Prosodic
Inversion to explain the endoclitics.

5.1.4 Word Order Domains/ Topological Fields

Dost (2005) argues strongly against Roberts and proposes aninteraction of syntax
and prosody to be involved in clitic placement. His approachis based on word
order domains/topological fields in combination with a Head-driven Phrase Struc-
ture Grammar (HPSG) architecture (Pollard and Sag 1994). His distinction be-
tween vertical hierarchy and linear precedence is along thelines of Bögel et al.
(2010), but he does not support the idea of Prosodic Inversion and suggests instead
that even though the verbs consist ofonesyntactic atom, they remain separable in
terms of the word order domain; that is, these verbs contain more than one domain
and are thus internally complex. However, the architectureneither makes reference
to word-internal feet or stress nor (as Dost himself points out) does it give a full
account of what the interaction between the prosodic and thesyntactic component
should look like. Further research needs to be done in that direction. Dost also
emphasizes the fact that the Principle of Lexical Integrityis not violated in a strict
sense in that he does not applysyntacticprocesses to interfere with the internal
structure of the word, but views clitic placement as resulting from the interaction
of syntax, prosody and word order domains — an idea fully supported by this pa-
per.

5.1.5 Lexical Sharing

Another approach that has been lately debated within the LFGcommunity is Lex-
ical Sharing (Wescoat 2002). Lexical Sharing is an application allowing two ter-
minal nodes in the c-structure to share one lexical item. To achieve this, Wescoat
assumes that each word is separated from its terminal node and put into a linearly
ordered set, thel-structure. Wescoat then introduces a structural correspondence
between c- and l-structure in the form of alexical exponent mappingλ that gen-
erally is a one-to-one mapping between the terminal node andthe word, but also
allows for two or more terminal nodes to refer to one word. Thefollowing formula
refers to the f-structure of the lexical component of the current node:

(23) ϕ(λ(*)), in short: ⇓

whereλ represents the mapping froml- to c-structureandϕ the mapping fromc-
to f-structure. A short description of the basic components of the theory isgiven in
Table 4:
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l-structure → lexical-exponence rules,
contribute an independent set of functional descriptions

λ → maps the words to the terminal nodes of c-strucure
c-structure → two syntactically aligned terminal nodes may

share one lexical item
ϕ → transports functional information to f-structure

Table 4: The basic features of Lexical Sharing

Udi Person Markers
Wescoat (2009) applies this theory to Udi person markers (Harris 2002), another
form of endoclitics. He views the Udi person markers as “instantiation-altering
morphemes” — a word containing a person marker instantiatestwo terminal nodes.
Such an application would, of course, solve the problem posed by the Pashto endo-
clitics discussed here. Thus, this section takes a close look at Wescoat’s application
of Lexical Sharing to Udi person markers.

According to his theory, a word can be the lexical exponent oftwo terminal
nodes. Wescoat gives several examples of what these lexicalexponence rules
should look like; in principle they are ordered as in example(24), where the Udi
verbbeG-al ‘watch’ is combined with an encliticle:

(24) beG-al-le← V PM
(↓ PRED) = ‘WATCH<(↓ SUBJ),(↓ OBJ)>’ (↑ SUBJ) = ↓

(↓ TNS) = FUT (↓ PERS) = 3
⇓ = ↓ (↓ NMB) = SG

(Wescoat 2009)

Generally clitics are viewed as independent syntactic items that are phonologically
dependent on a host; however, Wescoat uses the term “morpheme” to describe
the person markers and refers to Harris’ alignment constraints based on Optimality
Theory to explain the exact position of these clitics. Even though his argumentation
seems to be quite straightforward, the question remains whether he views these
person markers as being generated in the lexicon as part of the word or as being
attached to the word in a later process. If the former is true,then this process would
be highly inefficient, since these “morphemes” must be allowed to attach to a large
variety of hosts. On the other hand, following the latter assumption, if the clitic is
attached to the word later on, it is unclear how it acquired this position, let alone the
positionwithin the word, without violating the Principle of Lexical Integrity. Still,
as mentioned before, Wescoat’s analysis is interesting in that it allows two nodes
to correspond to one lexical item. Thus I will pursue his appoach a bit further and
take a close look on what happens within the syntax.

The terminal node PM corresponding to the person marker, which is aligned
with the verb by morphological alignment constraints and thus associated with the
terminal node V in the lexical exponence rule ((24)), is positioned by syntactic
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constraints. It shares a mother node with the terminal node of the verb, leading
to a representation as in (25a). The relative order of the terminal nodes must be
preserved, avoiding representations as in (25b), where twonodes correspond to
one lexical item crossing another lexical item:

(25) a. V

V PM

beG-al-le

*b. X

Y Z

A B

word word

According to his analysis, even though Udi person markers can be found in all
kinds of positions in the sentence, their constituent can beadjoined to either S, VP
or V, thus allowing for the functional information of the marker to be picked up
by the f-structure. Even though it is not deeply relevant to the analysis, it remains
unclear how this syntactic placement of the PM terminal nodewould be treated
within c-structure in the case of endoclisis: is it the position preceding or follow-
ing the verb that is reserved for the terminal node of the endoclitic? And on what
grounds is this decision made?

Pashto clitics and Lexical Sharing
After this brief survey of the implementation of Udi person markers, I now turn
to Pashto to see if Lexical Sharing can be applied to this phenomenon as well,
solving the main problem of allowing two syntactic nodes corresponding to one
lexical item.

A lexical exponence rule as used for Udi person markers in (24) could be pos-
tulated for Pashto endoclitics as in (26).

(26) verb1 - clitic -verb2 ← V CL
... ...

Assuming that the words including the clitics have to be generated in the lexicon,
this approach will lead to an immense number of forms within the lexicon:

1. Each verb will have to be listed with each clitic asendo- andenclitic: As we
can see in section 2, the group of clitics discussed in this paper involves 10
different clitics, which would all have to be listed.

2. Each non-verbal host in the language has to be listed with these clitics as
well: Pashto clitics and second position clitics in general showa high promis-
cuity with respect to their host; thus, approximately half of the words in the
language can act as potential hosts and must be encoded as such within the
lexicon.
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3. Each of the word-clitic combinations under 1. and 2. can be combined with
any other clitic: All of the clitics in question can cooccur, thus all possible
cooccurences have to be listed in the lexicon as well

The required listing of clitics and their hosts in the lexicon would be a very un-
satisfying and inelegant solution. And even if we ignore this and continue with
a syntactic representation, we encounter further problems. Since these clitics can
possibly cooccur with each other, each one of them can instantiate an independent
syntactic node. Given this, one has to consider the templatein (3), which forces
a certain order on the clitics in question. Using the corresponding terminal nodes,
this template would look like (27):

(27) ADV MOD PRON PRON PRON PRON/MOD PRON ADV

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
xo ba am am/mo me de ye no

If several clitics are involved in an expression, the order in (27) would have to
be maintained in the instantiated terminal nodes. However,it is hard to imagine
how the order of terminal nodes in the first line of (27) could be justified within
syntax. If syntactic constraints were involved we would notencounter an adverb
at the beginning and at the end interrupted by numerous pronouns and modals as
sketched in Figure 3:8

VP

V1 ADV MOD PRON ADV V2

(verb1 advcl modcl proncl advcl verb2 )phonological word

Figure 3: Multiple endoclitics in a verb represented by Lexical Sharing (sketch)

I conclude that the terminal nodes “sharing” one lexical item are obviously not in-
ternally ordered by syntactic constraints9 — their position in the syntax is difficult
to justify. This goes along with the fact that the positioning of Pashto (endo)clitics
is regulated by prosody, a component that has not been dealt with (yet) within
Lexical Sharing.

To sum up, although Lexical Sharing is one possible way of representing one
lexical item with two terminal nodes, it cannot be applied toPashto (endo)clitics
for the reasons listed above.

8A reordering of the nodes is excluded as well, since this might lead towards the direction of
representations as in (25b).

9However, if the order of the clitics within the template is onthe basis of prosodic/phonological
constraints or if the order is ‘accidental’ is difficult to say. One also could assume that the syntax has
a special category for these clitics, e.g. CL1 , CL2 ... In this case, the ordering would not be an issue
for the c-structure placement.
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5.2 Proposed Approach

The evaluation presented above thus excludes certain possibilities of dealing with
endoclisis:

1. The clitics and all possible hosts have to be listed in the lexicon — an unsat-
isfying and inelegant solution.

2. The combination of the word and the clitic cannot instantiate two or more
terminal nodes, because the internal ordering of the clitics’ terminal nodes is
not syntactically justified.

Thus, other approaches have to be taken into consideration.One possible solution
is the separation of the linear order of prosodic and syntactic elements. This has
been suggested before by proposals like Prosodic Inversion(see section 5.1.1.) and
specifically within LFG recently by Bögel et al. (2010). In this approach, the syn-
tactic representation includes the clitics in the first position of the sentence, thus
gathering the information for the f-structure from this location. The prosodic repre-
sentation then determines the position of the clitics as pronounced in an utterance
via the application of Prosodic Inversion, placing the clitic in the correct second
position as determined by syntactic or prosodic constraints.

However, this approach faces the same problem concerning lexical integrity as
this paper in that the movement of a cliticinto a word causes a violation of the
Principle of Lexical Integrity. Thus, a solution to this problem could also be seen
as an extension to this approach. In general, it would be desirable to represent the
actual prosodic succession of elements in the syntax as wellas securing functional
information. However, such an approach does not (yet) exist— further research
needs to be done. Generally though, the basic concept of viewing prosody and
syntax as two independent but interacting components wouldseem to be just right
for Pashto endoclitics.

Hock (1996), also viewing prosody as decoupled from syntax,states that sec-
ond position clitics should be placed after the first “accented element” of an inital
verbal clitic group and after the first accent-bearing constituent elsewhere. With
these constraints, one can account for all of the above Pashto examples. Thus, the
requirement of a clitic to attach to a host is a strong prosodic requirement. In an
architecture that assumes syntax and prosody as interacting, but decoupled dimen-
sions, the placement of Pashto endoclitics can be explaineddue to prosodic (and
not syntactic) constraints. This assumption is represented in the following (rough)
architecture, showing the prosodic effects in a parallel architecture with a class II
verb ((28)):

(28) t.él
PREF

me
I

wαh@
push

‘I pushed (it).’ (Tegey 1977, 92)
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2. interacts
Prosody Syntax

a) Placement constraint a) Host will be a verb
(see Explanation 3.) b) Builds (tree) structure

S

VP
3. places

V

1. informs prosodic representation

t.élmewαh@

Morphology-Phonology component underlying representation

a) “me”: ((t.el)ft (wαh@)ft )w +V+PERF

me+1PRON+[-PROS] (me)clitic+1PRON+[-PROS]
→ prosodically deficient:needs host
b) “t.élwαh@”:

t.elwαh@+V+PERF+[+PROS]
→ perfective stress on the first foot

Figure 4: A representation of the parallel architecture

Both lexical items, the verbt.elwαh@ ‘push’ and the cliticme‘I’ are analysed within
the MORPHOLOGY-PHONOLOGY component. Here, the verb receives perfective
stress on the first foot because of the perfective aspect ([+PERF]) and is indicated
as forming a prosodic word ([+PROS]); the clitic on the other hand is marked as
prosodically deficient ([−PROS]). The component then (1.)informs syntax and
prosody of the properties of the lexical items, i.e. the analysis of the words. The
clitic is recognized as a prosodically deficient item ([−PROS]). It needs to be at-
tached to a host. The functional and phonological information of each lexical item
is stored in theunderlying representation. PROSODY andSYNTAX (2.) interact
in that they share information on structure and intonation.Syntax provides the in-
formation that it will be the verb that has to be the host of theclitic. PROSODY is
responsible for the placement of the prosodically deficientitem. Depending on the
host, the clitic is palced in a certain position. Since the host is a verb, the placement
is subject to a prosodic constraint: the clitic has to be placed after the first stressed
foot of the verb. Prosody thus (3.)placesthe clitic after the first stressed foot of
the host, which leads to theprosodic surface representation: t.élmewαh@.

Thus, the above architecture tries to represent the “parallel” approach in which
a morphological component interfaces with the LFG syntax and an independent
prosodic representation. These three components are each independent and gov-
erned by independent rules and principles. However, they must also interact and
the complex nature of their interaction is brought out nicely by phenomenon such
as the Pashto endoclitics, allowing prosody to interact with the lexical word and
thus not violate the Principle of Lexical Integrity.
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(29) PROSODIC INTERACTION PRINCIPLE:
While syntax may not intervene in the word-internal structure
after the morphological word is formed, prosody still has access
to the internal structure of the prosodic word (e.g. the footing).

If it is the case that there is no host where a prosodically deficient item can attach
to at the right edge, the prosody has the power to overrule thePrinciple of Lexical
Integrity and place the clitic appropriately according to the prosodic structure. In
Pashto, this would be after the first accent-bearing foot in averb-initial clause,
leading to a syntactic representation as in (30b) and a prosodic representation as in
(30c), where the clitic is inserted after the first foot bearing main accent.

(30) a) w@́ me t@xnaw@la b) S
PREF I tickle
‘I tickled (her).’ VP

V
w@́met@xnaw@la

c) Proposed tree with syntactic and prosodic structure of (30a).

VP

V

Pword

foot CL foot foot

σ σ σ σ σ σ
w@́ me t@x na w@ la

6 Conclusion

This paper presents the problem of Pashto endoclitics, which challenge established
views of the prosody-syntax interface and notions of lexical integrity. Different
approaches are evaluated and conclusions are drawn from these evaluations. The
result is the proposal of a solution involving an architecture of grammar in which
morphology, syntax and prosody are taken to be independent,but interacting mod-
ules of grammar. As much as possible, the three components align with one an-
other; however misalignments are also allowed. In particular, prosody is allowed
to misalign with syntax when a prosodically deficient item like a clitic needs to be
placed in a prosodically appropriate position. In the case of Pashto endoclitics, this
is after the first accent-bearing foot. Thus, postlexical prosodic requirements are
taken to allow for the placement of material into a morphologically well-formed
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and complete word, thus evading a violation of the Principleof Lexical Integrity.
However, this paper is only a first proposal in this direction— further research is
necessary, especially on the exact nature of the prosody-syntax interface.
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